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Tundu Kenyua
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Host organization: AMP HEALTH
Fellow position: Communications Fellow
Fellowship duration: 12 Months
Degree: Bachelor of Commerce
Professional experience: 12 years
Summary
As a communications fellow I will be supporting AMP Health to enhance its visibility, amplify partner voices, and communicate more effectively
about its work.
The problem AMP Health aims to tackle
▪ Health systems do not function optimally
where the teams running them lack
strong leadership and management
capabilities to put policies and structures
in place; thereby impeding delivery of
quality care and response to changing
circumstances
The solution AMP Health provides…
▪ Improve health systems and outcomes
by collaborating with governments to
strengthen leadership and management
capabilities through public-private
partnership
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… contributing to the SDGs:

Opportunity for a Fellow

“My experience as a Fellow…

▪ AMP supports 14 African
teams to improve their health
system outcomes and this is no
mean fete for a core team of 8
people.

My Experience has been
phenomenal having joined a small
team of 10 supporting 4 countries
and growing to a team of 23
people supporting 14 countries in
one year and securing 4 new
funders and expanding our scope
and model of partnerships with2
National Governments. Despite
the challenges of rapid growth, it
has been exciting to see our
partners driving demand for our
type of partnership.”

▪ As AMP Health’s foot print
continues to grow there is
opportunity for fellows to
contribute to the core work of
strategizing, fundraising and
coordinating in these African
countries
▪ The demand for partnership by
National Governments gives
rise to opportunities to change
the narrative around public
leadership and management

- Tundu Kenyua
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Tundu Kenyua’s achievements…
▪ Planning and organizing training sessions in 14 countries in Africa
▪ Production and publication of the key reports
▪ Revamp of communications assets such as the website, newsletter,
onboarding materials and pitch decks
▪ Formulation and implementation of the communication assets
▪ Coordinating recruitment of over 6 new team members
▪ Vendor management
▪ Assisting in business development that culminated in partnerships
with 4 new funders and additional funding from existing funders
▪ Planning and coordinating 2 team convenings
▪ Supporting the Director in calendar and schedule management
▪ Coordinating Board and Board Committees meeting and functions
▪ Promotion into the Program Coordinator role as a permanent
position
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... contributing to AMP Health

10

New Countries onboarding for
Leadership and Management upskilling

6

New funding partners acquired

2

LGT VP Fellows onboarded for the
2022/2023 cohort

Tundu Kenyua’s next challenge
Continue supporting AMP health as a permanent team member and see
the expansion of its partnerships beyond Health and Africa
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